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MADE
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VISUALIZE THE
TARGET BETTER

LEARN PACE
ORGANICALLY

3-STEP METHOD
TO PERFECT AIM

AIM OBJECTIVE:
Putt down the center
without touching posts



SCIENCE OF PRACTICE
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*ALL REFERENCED DATA
  AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

This neuroscientific principle is why perfect practice makes perfect. 

A golfer can only see the target during setup. 
During the actual stroke, their eyes stay down 
and locked on the golf ball. That is why the 
accuracy of a shot, especially when putting, 
depends on remembering the target. 

Trying to locate a specific blade of grass or 
discoloration on the green is unreliable and 
does not provide a sense of direction. Practice 
with NeuraPutt using target coordinates to the 
cup, such as "18 inches past" or "5 inches 
right," is less confusing and optimizes innate 
spatial awareness.* NeuraPutt's orange, green, 
and blue bumpers are designed to stand out in 
a player's mind, creating a point of reference to 
visualize as a bullseye on the golf course. 

Muscle memory is also a key factor when put-
ting. For any player (beginner or professional) 
to unlock their potential, they must develop the 
ability to do two things; mentally lock on a 
target and putt with a stroke that is identical 
every time.

Building a putting stroke that is accurate and repeatable requires perfect repetitions in practice. When 
a sequence of movements repeats, muscle memory instills the pattern in parts of the brain known as the 
dorsolateral premotor cortex and cerebellum.* The cerebellum receives signals from the body's mus-
cles while two key cell groups, called Purkinje cells and climbing fibers, act as filters. 

When putting, climbing fibers send signals to Purkinje cells. The brain identifies those signals as          
"correct" or "incorrect" then stores the information in the subconscious. This process occurs during 
daily activities involving motor skills, from slicing a carrot to shooting a jumpshot. The brain learns from 
mistakes, rejecting "incorrect" signals allowing muscle memory to stack more and more memories of      
"correct" movements and motions.

The NeuraPutt is effective because it encourages the brain to associate "correct" signals with the move-
ments in perfectly stroked putts. As the target window between the bumpers gets progressively smaller, 
the brain begins to eliminate unacceptable and "incorrect" motions. Regular use of the NeuraPutt helps 
golfers visualize the target, repeat the perfect stroke, and sink more putts than ever before.



HOW TO PRACTICE PROPER PACE

*SIMILAR RESISTANCE TRAINING IN OTHER SPORTS
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Players encounter long and short-range putts on the golf course. Hitting 
the ball with the correct amount of force can be difficult, especially for 
beginners. The NeuraPutt uses an organic method of pace training by 
incorporating a backboard into practice routines.

Start putting from a couple of feet away. Bounce the ball off the rubber 
band attachment as gently as possible. This builds a player's finesse and 
is common practice in other sports.*

After each successful repetition, stand farther and farther away, adjusting 
the clubhead speed accordingly. This training sequence hones our 
depth perception to be in sync with our sense of touch.

PACE OBJECTIVE:
Learn to control the
force of your stroke



TRACK WHERE EACH PUTT FINISHES USING
THE CALIBRATION CARD™ (Included)

CALIBRATION CARD
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BUMPER DIFFICULTY

TRACKING OBJECTIVE:

Identify habits for
future reference

• 10 putts in a row
• Perform on a flat level surface
• Record  two (2) checkmarks for aim & pace of each putt 
• Recommended proximity: 5 feet with beginner-level orange bumpers
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Professional
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INNOVATIVE DESIGN STIMULATES
HAND MIND COORDINATION

OUTDOOR MODEL

8ft x 1ft MAT INCLUDED

INDOOR MODEL
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C
LEAT ANCHORS TO TURF

MSRP $34.95

MSRP $49.95



C
LEAT ANCHORS TO TURF
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OUTDOOR INDOOR

•12 BUMPERS

• 3 RUBBER BANDS

• 2 BALL MARKERS
• 1 FLAT 4.25” DETACHABLE RING
• 1 CALIBRATION CARD
• 1 DRAWSTRING BAG
• 1 INSERT CARD (FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE)

4 Orange (Small)
4 Green (Medium)
4 Blue (Large)

1 Large
2 Small

144gr 362gr

TRANSPARENT POLYCARBONATE GREEN POLYCARBONATE

MAT INCLUDED

IN
DOOR MODEL



Alan graduated from the University of South Florida. 
He earned degrees in Mechanical Engineering, Tech-
nical Writing, and Telecommunications. During his 
time in Florida, Alan interned with Golf Week Magazi-
ne through the PGA Tour and volunteered for the 
ChiChi Rodriguez Youth Academy.

When Alan's grandfather, Sie, tragically passed away 
in 1997, Alan lost all motivation for the game of golf. 
While taking some time away, Alan completed a 
Millwright Engineer apprenticeship for the nation's 
leading car manufacturer, Ford Motor Company. But 
golf never really left his blood, mind, or heart. In 2012 
he landed a Single Season Pro-Level Sponsorship to 
compete on Florida's mini-tour scene. Since then, he 
returned home to continue his career while remaining 
competitive by reinstating his Amateur Status. Alan 
quickly began stacking local and national wins - most 
notably, the Detroit Amateur Open (2015 and 2018) 
and the First Flight spot on the 2021 US Amateur Golf 
Team. He's now slated to play in the 0.0 - 4.9Hcp Divi-
sion of the World Amateur Golf Championship in 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

ABOUT THE INVENTOR

Alan Johnson
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Meet Alan Johnson, 46 years old, African American Amateur 
Champion Golfer, Mechanical Engineer, and Inventor of the 
NeuraPutt Aim and Pace Trainer. Alan pulled from his life 
experience as a competitive golfer and mechanical engi-
neer when developing his invention. The NeuraPutt Aim 
and Pace Trainer is specifically designed to strengthen the 
connection between the mental and physical aspects of 
putting. 

Alan's journey from being an 8-year-old junior golfer to 
having Golf Digest proclaim his invention, the NeuraPutt, as 
"the epitome of target practice" has been a testimony of 
perseverance. His passion and talent for the game began 
with his grandfather, PGA Teaching Pro, Sie Willis Jr., who 
taught and mentored Alan on the public golf courses of 
Detroit, Michigan. Alan competed on junior, high school, 
and collegiate levels. He received multiple golf scholarships 
offers and eventually played for teams in both NCAA and 
NAIA conferences.

AA Golf Expo & Forum, Marietta, GA

La Cantera Golf Club, San Antonio, TX


